
Menstruation: Fact and Fiction

The menstrual cycle affects the lives of half the world's population for roughly

half of an average life span. The onset of menstrua,tion is recognized by most, in most

societies, as an important development milestone.' j~ccordingly, we would expect writers

of both empirical and fictional literature to be concc~rned with observing and

characterizing this experience so as to illuminate tht~ ordinary and extraordinary ways in

which menstruation is a part of women's lives. We expect this particularly since

psychology has long been concerned with studying developmental transitions in people's

1ive~ and since fiction writers have oft addressed the theme of "coming of age".

Especially today, when advertisements for sanitary napkins flash on to our television

screens, and situation comedies make jokes about pJremenstrual syndrome--when it

seems that the silence, embarrassment, and shame which had surrounded the female

cycle of menarche, menstruation and menopause in Western society has lessened--it is

important to examine how women as writers expres~. this aspect of life in fictional

literature and how psychologists examine and describe this aspect of life in research

literature.3 By examining these two literatures together we can determine the ways and

forms in which contemporary writings constitute symbolic action and provide equipment

for living for women in contemporary society.4

In conducting this review, we wanted to select a broad sample of quality fiction

by women writers, rather than to focus on one or tVIro works from different gemes, such

as has been done by Kincaid-Ehler~ in her chapter on menarche and popular American

fiction. Accordingly, we surveyed the entirety of the~ short stories written by women
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which were included in two annual collections for the years 1981 through 1989. The two

collections are The Best American Short Stories and Prize Stories: 0. Hen~ Awards.

For the years in question, these volumes included 3150 stories, 179 of which were by

women (see Appendix). Employing this methodolo!';Y and sampling procedure we will be

able to draw generalizations about the representation of menstruation in an important

class of American fiction and avoid the danger of o"lergeneralizing from a limited

number of stories about the degree to which the taboo against the mention of

menstruation has been lifted

In our close reading of the texts in question we focused on literal treatment of

menstruation only, and did not seek to identify and enumerate metaphoric allusions, an

approach exemplified in the thoughtful volume by B:ettelheim.6 This is in keeping with

our goal of understanding the degree to which menstruation is openly treated as an

important and universal life experience of healthy w'omen. In approaching the literature

we do not espouse any particular theoretical perspel:tive. In contrast to Dalsimer's

psychoanalytic approach to literature on female adolescence, where the theory provided

the framework for the consideration of the literaturc~, we are approaching this set of

literature rather more as dispassionate scientists, ob:serving how our writers, as "subjects",

behave regarding treatment of the topic of menstru(ltion in their writings.

Our review of the psychological literature foc:usses largely on the same period of

time as that during which the short stories appearedl in prize winning collections,

permitting comparison of what the research and fictional literatures tell us about

menstruation over the same span of years. As with the review of fiction, our review

focusses on reports of empirical observation, not thf:oretical formulations or case

analyses. Curiously, the aim of this paper is very much in keeping with the practice




